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John the Business Manager took
charge of a new territory.

It is a big wholesale 
Healthcare  business, have own 

outlets in all major towns



After one month, john’s boss SIMON came to visit

John explained his boss about some 
changes and renovation of  wholesale shop 

to look attractive



John’s boss did not ask anything like, what 
you want to change, how you want to 

change, what is the budget etc.

Discussed nothing but said
Ok. the budget is $ 5000. use carefully and 

do it. Did not ask even if the $ 5000 
sufficient or anymore requirement etc.



John used his contacts, interpersonal skills, 
networks etc. and managed to get the best 

design from an architecture by paying a 
minimum amount.



John made a best renovation with the 
amount approved



With a proud feeling
John sent an email to his boss 

along with complete details 
and good pictures.

John was proud to inform his 
boss.



After 3 days
John received reply for his mail

He opened the mail to read 
how his boss appreciated.

What is the reply ?



The reply is very simple. John’s 
boss wrote that

John,
Thank you very much for the 
pictures. You did exactly the 

way I explained you.



The reply is very simple. John’s 
boss wrote that

John,
Thank you very much for the 
pictures. You did exactly the 

way I explained you.

Read again



John’s boss marked email copy to 
company Chairman,CEO,COO

Chairman replied

Excellent job done by Simon
Keep it up 



CEO replied

Great job Simon
You have a great idea about 

designing outlets.



COO replied

Fantastic work.
Let all the people in 

organization know this.

I am sharing all by a copy.



No one knows who is john and what 
excellent job he did?

With just one sentence Simon stolen
all the hard work john put in to make 

great outlet.



Simon become HERO

John become ZERO


